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“...We can apply the linkage principles to knit together 
discontinuities by infilling directional pedestrian space. 
...When blockages or barriers in the city's fabric need 
to be overcome, and when elevated pedestrian plat-
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M T R O D U C T I O N 
Regarding to Hong Kong's rapid urbanization, the most powerful elements 
of urban structure are systems of circulation, and the insatiable urge for 
mobility. In recent five years, the length of the public roads is increased 
150/0 in kilometers (from 1661km in 1996 to 1885km in 1999)，especially in 
new satellite towns. The planning mainly concerns the capacity of roads. 
Pedestrians are scarified to build some out of scale traffic roads. Cityscape 
becomes piecemeal. Motorcars and pedestrians interweave in between a 
forest of skyscrapers. Motor transportation systems become a dominant 
urban infrastructure. Owing to Hong Kong's hyperdensity, vehicles always 
interrupt the route of pedestrians seriously and vice versa. This situation is 
attributed to the Hong Kong government overlooking the pedestrian policy. 
Segregation these two circulations is one possible solution to improve the 
conflict between pedestrian and vehicles. Is it enough for fulfilling a smooth 
traffic-free pedestrian circulation? 
Circulation is a part of significance. Walking experience should be much 
emphasized, as this is a main difference between motorization and 
pedestrianization. A place is designed for human beings not motorcars. Once 
the place or design is successful or not depending on how many people use 
it. The humanization can help improve the monotonous urban environment. 
In Hong Kong, pedestrian walkway system can create certain kind of "float-
ing streets" in between the forest of skyscrapers. The pedestrian network 
like in Central, which links up terraces and commercial buildings, functions 
as an urban connecting fabric. In new towns, the pedestrian decks provide 
shops and facilities, while the ground level recalls a square surrounded by 
shops, markets, gardens, and restaurants with terraces. The functions and 
activities of the street spaces are thus overlaid on two levels. Unfortunately, 
most of footbridges and subways are engineering work. The environment is 
overlooked, low headroom, lighting and hygiene. Pedestrians do not en-
courage utilizing these facilities. 
Investigation to the existing pedestrian environment in Hong Kong or foreign 
places will be part of research to see how different treatment to pedestrians. 
A pedestrian oriented multi-level urban structure will try to implement in a 
potential site, Central. Other than the urban structure for circulation, the 
significance of it will build up an image of culture and civic center in Hong 
Kong by using considering the regional context. The treatment of the Legis-
lative Council Building, City Hall and Star Ferry Pier is important to the 
urban structure，such unique accessibility. In fact, the site will involve exist-
ing urban areas and new development. The programs in it are based on 
detail analysis of pedestrian flow and cultural, civic and commercial activities. 
Providing different activities can restore the continuity of city's fabric which 
is divided by the traffic roads. The building will become a significant connec-
tor between existing and new urban fabric, between Sheung Wan and Wan 
Chai. Signs, lights, spaces, colors, and textures stimulate the experience 
of the persons on foot. 
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P E D E S T R I A N E N V I R O 
Pedestrian circulation is more scope and complexity of movement than any 
other form of transportation. Pedestrians have much freer system of routes 
that is impossible for vehicular system. Being free from the restraints im-
posed by traffic, area provides an opportunity for creating stimulating spaces 
socially. Sometimes, hawkers would sell things at the traffic-free areas such 
as squares, footbridges and subways in Hong Kong. 
Pedestr ian Exper ience 
The followings are some design guidelines or considerations of designing 
pedestrian environment which is extracted from "Time-saver Standards for 
Architectural Design Date” edited by John Hancock Callender. 
Amenities 
The purpose of pedestrian circulation system is the connection it offers be-
tween various natural or cultural amenities, including the attraction of human 
activity. Social interaction, both passive and active, is important and is the 
primary determinant regarding enjoyment of a place. 
Because the activity of watching other people is universally appealing, spaces 
to gather with ample opportunities to sit are crucial to the success of most 
places. The availability of food and the activity of eating is a strong stimulus 
which attracts significant numbers of people to a place. Vendors are often 
encouraged to operate in pedestrianized environments. 
Spatial Considerations 
The human environments most appreciated are those characterized by a strong 
degree of spatial enclosure. In this regard, it is important to remain cognizant 
not only of weak spatial structures in outdoor environment but also of the 
differences between transitional space and nodal space. The "modulation" of 
transitional space and the "hierarchical ordering" of nodal space can enhance 
the pedestrian visual-spatial sequential experience. 
Sensory Stimuli 
Aesthetic aspects of pedestrian circulation refer to the myriad sensory and 
intellectual "experiences" enjoyed by pedestrians when moving through vari-
ous environments. Environmental factors that contribute to the experiential 
enjoyment of outdoor places provide a richness of experience. 
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The following table lists some of common sensory stimuli in pedestrian 
environments: 
···-----------------------·---··---r------- ------------------------------------·---- --·- ------·----------1 
Sensory Category I Examples of common stimuli 
Tactile Benches and seatwalls 
Sittable ground surfaces 




I Food and drink I Architectural facades I Human contact 
---t 
j Play activity 
1 Music and song 
~ Vendors 
I_ Foot traffic on various pavements 1 I . 
I j --------------- -----+-----------------------------------··-----~ 
Visual 1 Spatial perception (form, scale, etc) I 
Social activity I 
Vegetation 
Water features 





I C?lor ~om~ositions 
-------+---NiQh~!i-gt:\til:lQ---------
1 
Olfactory I Restaurant doorways 
! Outdoor cafes 
J 
Fresh air 1 
_____________________ _] 
Moreover, traffic-free area benefits the image of the city by the pedestrian 
activities. For the tourists, they will perceive a city's character determined 
by its street activities. Urban spaces often represent an entire city; they are 
places with a constant stream of people and activities. lt is positive if the city 
canter is pedestrian oriented. For local citizens, they can gather for various 
social purposes at there such as public meeting and political rallies. In fact, 
Hong Kong lacks of center of city. An open space functions as both civic 
space and gathering place. Civic space is built up by pedestrian activities. 
The followings are some investigations on the pedestrian amenities and 
civic spaces in local and foreign places. 
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Hierarchical ordering of outdoor space 
P E D E S T H i l l E n M I R O M M E M T 
In Hong Kong 
Pedestrian Env i ronment 
Footbridge and Subways 
In the past, footbridges in Hong Kong were provided mainly for pedestrian 
traffic along steep terrains or over streams. However with the rapid increase 
in population and economic development since 1960's, there was a need to 
grade separate vehicular and pedestrian traffic by footbridges and subways 
to improve the road safety and traffic flow capacity. The first grade sepa-
rated footbridge across Leighton road near Victoria Park was constructed 
in 1963 and the subways at Kowloon City Interchange constructed in 1972. 
Footbridges and subways allow a continuous flow of pedestrains through 
junctions without the need to wait at the kerbside to cross and also reduce 
traffic congestion. In the 80，s footbridges and subways evolved from simple 
crossings to interconnected systems of elevated or underground pedes-
trian walkways. The elevated walkway along Connaught Road at Central 
District is a successful example. 
The Government gives serious consideration at planning stages to choice 
of structural form, layout and finishes to encourage people to use foot-
bridges and subways. All newly constmcted footbridges have cover to pro-
tect the pedestrian from sun and rain. Ramps are provided for the aged and 
disabled unless the site constraints make them impractical. Escalators 
are provided where the pedestrian flow is high. Lifts have much limited 
capacity and provided only for very special circumstances. 
Not only the structural form of footbridges and subways change over time, 
the materials chosen also change. For example, the old footbridges along 
Bowen Road were constmcted of masonry stone. In the 60s, quite a num-
ber of footbridges were constructed of timber. Due to the high maintenance 
cost, they have been replaced by steel and concrete footbridges. At present, 
most footbridges and all subways are constructed of concrete, because 
they are more suitable to the local humid climate. 
Footbridges and subways are usually located at prominent positions and 
their aesthetics have direct impact on our city's appearance. Design of all 
footbridges and subways focus very much on aesthetic aspects including 
landscaping to enhance their aesthetics. Greater emphasis on appearance 
in recent years has also given impetus to the development of chromatic 
schemes with different colours. The Government has set up the "Advisory 
Committee on the Appearance of Bridges and Associated Structures" which 
is responsible for vetting these aesthetic designs. 
Hong Kong will become a modem metropolitan city where the vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic are mostly segregated in the future. With the various foot-
bridges and subways, pedestrians would enjoy much more freedom and 
leisure to walk along without interfering with the vehicular traffic. 
Appraisal 
Actually, footbridges and subways are the only modes to cross the roads 
in some cases. People have to use it to reach their destinations. These 
footbridges and subways mostly only serve for circulation and create a 
traffic-free and safe environment for pedestrians. Generally, people like to 
walk on grade rather than go up or down a level. Long distance of foot-
bridges makes people scare to walk such as those long ramps for the 
disabled. Sometimes, they rush across the roads even there are footbridges 
and subways nearby. If the footbridges and subways link up the spaces or 
entrances of MTR stations, they can encourage pedestrians to use. Foot-
bridge in Wanchai, for instance, is a successful one. The exit of MTR sta-
tion directs pedestrians going up to a level. It links up a few commercial and 
government building. Pedestrians access the buildings on an upper level, 
people would like to use footbridges and subways other than only for 
circulation. 
Moreover, the environment of footbridges and subways is poor. The head-
room for the footbridges is low which endows a squeezing feeling to 
pedestrians. They are not willing to stay at there. They try to use the fastest 
pace to leave the footbridges. The lighting and low hygienic environment in 
the subway makes pedestrians scare to walk. The design of footbridges 
and subways is not an easy work as fitness to the purpose only. 
Recently, the government has started to think about the environment of pedestri-
ans which is an overlooked problem in the past policies. Pedestrianization is to 
restrict vehicle access to a street or area for the exclusive use of pedestrians. It 
provides a pleasant and safe environment for pedestrians, and is ideal venues for 
shopping, social and cultural activities such as street markets and fairs. The gov-
ernment will use various forms of pedestrianization in accordance with the demand 
of 门 eeds. 
- F u l l pedestrianization whereby all vehicles are prohibited to enter the zone at 
all times and on all days. There are numerous examples in the newly devel-
oped areas such as Tsim Sha Tsui East, and in the New Towns, where the 
pedestrian precincts have been planned at the outset. 
_ Part-time pedestrianization where the vehicle prohibition only applies for cer-
tain hours of the day and/or certain days of the week. An example is Chater 
Road on Sundays and Public Holidays. 
- P a r t i a l pedestrianization in which some types of vehicles are prohibited but 
not all. One example is a section of Victoria Street in Melbourne City Centre, 
where the only vehicles allowed are trams. This type of scheme is often supple-
mented with amenity/beautification features and artificial road curves/obstacles 
to slow the passage of vehicles, what we call "Traffic Calming" measures. 
The pedestrianization areas are determined by the followings factors: 
- P u b l i c demand and land use, e.g. are there shops or places of interest which 
would attract pedestrians and tourists to the area? 
- W h e t h e r there are pedestrian flow or safety problems 
- I m p a c t of pedestrianization on vehicular traffic in the vicinity and the servicing 
of buildings 
- Environmental and amenity considerations 
The section of Russell Street between Percival Street and Lee Garden Road in 
Causeway Bay has been turned into a permanent pedestrianized street starting 
from the end of 1999. The Transport Department also plans to partially pedestrianize 
the section of Russell Street fronting Times Square. 
Furthermore, the Transport Department is conducting a study to identify streets 
suitable for pedestrianization in Causeway Bay, Mongkok and Tsim Sha Tsui areas. 
Whilst pedestrianization is desirable from pedestrian and environment standpoint, 
it is imperative that the designation of an existing street as a pedestrian precinct 
would not create traffic problems on other roads in the vicinity. Otherwise it would 
only be shifting traffic and environmental problems from one location to another 
without net gain to the community. 
Chater Road, Central 
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Russell Street, Causeway Bay 
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Sai Yeung Choi Street, Mong Kok 
Pedestrian Schemes for Causeway Bay, MongKok and Central 
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The Transport Department proposes to implement pedestrian schemes for 
selected areas of Causeway Bay, Mong Kok and Tsim Sha Tsui. These 
pedestrian schemes are intended to improve the overall pedestrian 
environment. Once they are operating successfully, they will serve as 
models for implementing similar schemes in other areas of Hong Kong. 
Objectives 
- T o improve pedestrian safety and mobility 
- T o promote walking as a transport mode 
- T o discourage access for non-essential vehicles 
- T o improve environmental hygiene 
- T o reduce air pollution 
Benefits 
Pedestrians: 
. Improved safety, comfort and access 
- I n t roduc t i on of exclusive pedestrian-activity areas 
Traffic: 
-Rat ional isat ion of circuitous GMB routes. 
. I m p r o v e d loading and unloading areas for both passenger and goods 
vehicles 
- R e d u c t i o n of traffic volumes 
Environmental Hygiene: 
. E n h a n c e d attractiveness for pedestrians 
- P r o v i s i o n of additional planting areas 
- 丨mproved street furniture 
Environmental Improvement: 




- L o n g e r walks from relocated GMB and taxi stands 
Traffic: 
- Detours for some vehicles - Restrictions on vehicular access 
- I n c r e a s e d traffic along diversion routes 
- L e s s on-street parking 
Air Quality: 
- Concentration of vehicle emission along traffic diversion routes, but 
with fewer pedestrians and better air circulation 
Mid-Levels Escalator, Central 
In order to relieve the traffic congestion in peak hours, people living at mid-
levels can go to foothill areas on foot instead of vehicles. The Mid-Levels 
Escalator was opened in October 1993. Starting from two footbridges over 
Des Voeux Road, Central, it passes through Central Market and over the 
narrow streets in Central and ends at Conduit Road. It is the world's longest 
covered outdoor people-mover. Operating descent in the morning, ascent at 
night, the escalator carries office workers, residents and patrons of the charm-
ing dining district know as SoHo, South of Hollywood Road. It is used by 
about 36,000 people daily. 
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Elevated \Nalkway in Housing Estates 
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In Hong Kong, a large-scale public housing development should have self-
sustained facilities to support the residents' needs. Each estate contains 
civic amenities and commercial facilities like a central shopping complex. 
There are different modes to deal with the residential blocks and facilities 
within an estate. Jat Min Chuen is one of a public housing estate managed 
by Hong Kong Housing Society in Shatin. In this estate, the three scat-
tered residential blocks are connected by an elevated walkway which serves 
as a physical linkage. There is no complex shopping arcade in the estate. 
All the public facilities and services, such as schools, community canter 
and market are taken place along the walkway. lt demonstrates that every 
function has its own formal equivalent which is at once recognizable for 
what it is. Its organization is not rigid. 
Advantages 
1. lt can build up a sense of community and identity. 
2. lt provides a safe environment for the residents. 
3. The horizontal connections between vertical structures are effectively 
created. 
4. lt can be a good shelter on the ground level. 
Disadvantages 
1. There is no system of contained exterior space. 
2. Too many level changes lead inconvenient to elderly and handicapped. 
3. No places for taking rest on the walkway. lt just aims for residents 
passing by. 
4. There is no shelter along the elevated walkway to protect from weather. 
In Foreign 
Ponte Vecchio, Florence, Italy 
Ponte Vecchio crosses over the Amo River at Florence in Italy. It has two 
pillars and three arches and holds 43 shops. It functions as a mean to access 
the water and contains the multiple forms of a street, a market, and a square. 
Frankfurt Centre Competition, Candllis-Josic-Woods 
in April 1963 a competition, Woods used an idea of WEB to cover a large 
urban void with a multi-level matrix providing an infrastructure of circulation 
and services. The grid was regular, but its edges were negotiated around 
existing buildings. The grid was regular, but its edges were negotiated around 
existing buildings. The grid incorporated a few historical monuments such as 
the cathedral. 
The module of these square bays would have corresponded to the size of the 
existing net of pedestrian ways in the immediate vicinity of the site. Each of 
these bays would be subdivided into a 25 foot 5 inch and 15 foot S'A inch 
tartan grid arranged according to an a:b:a:b:a rhythm. The proposal con-
sisted of multi-level distribution grids containing the mechanical services and 
corresponding to a circulation net or horizontal or inclined ways. The system 
retains a certain potential for growth and for change. 
The levels above grade would be capable of accommodating a variety of uses 
including a historical museum, a music school, libraries, a youth center, 
galleries, a cinema, a cabaret, restaurants, offices, shops, cafes, and 
dwellings. The open 丨abyrinttVine principle of space occupation was to have 
been fed by escalators running along the rights-of-way and by elevators at 
the midpoint of each square bay. 
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"he activities at Statue Square, the only one civic square of Hong Kong, on Sunday 
What is meant by "civic"? In accordance with Oxford Dictionary, it means 
the official life and affairs of a town or a citizen; a civic center means where 
the official buildings, such as the town hall, library, and hospitals are grouped 
together. 
In Hong Kong, the civic center has been in Central District from the day 
being colony. In the past, the Colonial Government had set up her head-
quarters in Central, such as Flagstaff House, Government House and the 
Old Supreme Court. Statue Square is the only one civic square in Hong 
Kong. No matter the 丨and demand for the CBD, this piece of green still 
exists. After reclamation, part of the land should be used for civic use other 
than commercial use. The Government intends to make Central as a politi-
cal and civic center. 
There are three cities' civic center, Macau, Tokyo and Singapore, selected 
to compare with Hong Kong's one. These cities are chosen by their similar 
size of area or background to Hong Kong. 
C I V I C S P A C E I C I T Y C E N T R 
Central, Hong Kong 
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Largo de Senado，Macau 
Macau, similar to Hong Kong, was a Portuguese Colony in the past. However, 
urban setting and scenario in Macau are very different from Hong Kong. The 
colonial characteristics are still very strong. Like many other world cities, 
Macau had to deal with a 20历 century challenge: How to tame the tangled 
web of traffic converging daily in the central business district? The govern-
ment struggled between the people and the automobile. As a result, the 
people won. Beginning in 1992, the Largo de Senado (Leal Senado Square), 
the town square in front of the Leal Senado, the political center of Macau, 
was closed to traffic. Largo de Senado's old town square has become a new 
Macau landmark. 
The Largo de Senado has historic and cultural significance. It is a recog-
nized center point, historically the place where the Portuguese town and the 
Chinese town met. The East-West congruence is today captured in the 
landscaped square. Buildings on the periphery of the square are restored 
their colonial characteristics. The wave patterns on the ground evoke the 
exotic Asian voyages of the Portuguese seafarers. Undoubtedly, the Largo 
de Senado retains real significance as a center much like the squares that 
exist at the center of every Mediterranean town. 
Commercial functions and Macau residents can take advantages of 
pedestrianization at the square. Portuguese businessmen take an espresso 
at the shaded kiosk. Residents are free to flow through the town square. It 
is a meeting place for people of all ages and iconic city center in Macau. 
The New Tokyo City Hail Complex 
The New City Hall is located at Shinjuku, Tokyo. Tokyo Metropolitan Gov-
ernment wanted to build a new office tower for administration. This City Hal! 
also functions as cultural center for Tokyoiets and an emblem of an interna-
tional city Tokyo. A large and spacious civic plaza is created at the center of 
the site which can accommodate various festivals and events. Citizens of 
Tokyo can gather and use it as a communication center and as a symbol of 
the metropolis. The cafeteria, the coffee terrace, the dining place and the 
Information center can be found at there. People can feel relax and comfort. 
Between the towers of offices and assembly hall is a 30m-wide traffic road. 
In order to keep the continuity, the architect designed elevated walkways 
connected to assembly hail. An underpass can also directly connected to 
the civic plaza. The pedestrians can use the city hall without any traffic 
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New City Hall at Shinjuku 
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Civic and Cultural District in Singapore 
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The civic and city center in Singapore can be found in the Civic and Cultural 
District (CCD). As Singapore also has colonial background, urban setting in 
CCD is quite similar to Central District in Hong Kong. lt has significant colo-
nial buildings like City Hall, Supreme Court and Victoria Memorial Hall and 
Theatre; it has civic space like Cenotaph, War Memorial and Lim Bo Seng 
Memorial. Now the government is going to plan conservation projects and 
retain the heritage. 
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Compared with other three cities, Hong Kong's people has the least civic 
space. The Hong Kong Government can have reference to Singapore to pre-
serve a district as Civic and Cultural Centre. lt will become an unique identity 
of Hong Kong. 
O B J I V E S O 
Pedestrian walkway system becomes a unique character for the urbanism in 
Hong Kong. The realized pedestrian decks in the Western world emphasize the 
functional separation of pedestrians and vehicles. In Hong Kong, the purpose is 
not only to segregate kinds of circulations, but also to act as "floating streets" 
for pedestrians. The pedestrian networ1< like in Central, which links up terraces 
and commercial buildings, functions as an urban connecting fabric. In new towns, 
the pedestrian decks provide shops and facilities, while the ground level recalls 
a square surrounded by shops, markets, gardens, and restaurants with terraces. 
The functions and activities of the street spaces are thus overlaid on two levels. 
Above-mentioned characteristics induce me to further study the pedestrian en-
vironment and how to use these characteristics to enhance the continuity of a 
city. 
各》cultural 
a e t ¥ o a c V e s 
m y l t l - l e v e l s 
Objective 
A pedestrian oriented multi-level urban structure is proposed to retain the con-
tinuity of city's fabric. By providing different activities, the streets can restore 
the city's traditional human scale among vertical structures. The movement of 
pedestrians should not be confined by traffic in the new era. By taking the 
advantages of pedestrianization, it becomes a city center and gathering place 
for people. Not just walking, signs, lights, spaces, colors, and textures stimu-
late the experience of the person on foot. 
Besides the consideration of pedestrian environment, the urban structure can 
function as a civic center or metropolitan spot by pedestrian circulation which 
is now missing in Hong Kong. The multiple paths and directions of pedestrians 
can construction a field of urban intensity. A multiplicity of urban events can 
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Walking Experience ： 
Walking is the mo^t environmental frfencHy }rgp$pprtation. It makes people 
healthier and energetic. >t is the c h e ^ s t t r a i ^ p o r t . No fuel, no track is 
required. What istheaffebnce between motorizatiori and pedestrianization? 
After me rnvention of motorcar, people decentralize the yrban space. 
Simultaneous丨y, we afe^^fso-qdntrolled rootor car 卯consciously. 
The speed,of(noyem.ent g^not .Wuqeour^nsMiontpthe surroundings. 
You canJN卿 you g^ t toa destination 
from a t t m i ^ o f 光 b e c o n t r o t t e d by yourselves. 
Sensatton 核 sipemoi^ 辩 政 嫩 細 Wert令n^^byyourselves. 
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Values to Society 
Traffic-free zoning has been implemented in foreign countries for a few decades. 
It is the time to gain social benefits of traffic-free zoning in Hong Kong. The 
followings are the value to the entire society: 
- T o attract people. More people mean more opportunities for shopping, 
socializing, business, and fun. 
_ To provide a sense of place that strengthens community identity and 
creates a place for people to congregate. 
- T o improve air quality. 
- T o provide a safe and attractive environment in which children can play 
and senior citizens can meet and rest. 
- T o improve the visual environment. Signs, lights, spaces, colors, and 
textures can be designed to relate to the person on foot. 
• To special rights-of-way to be reserved for bicycles to save energy. 
- T o decrease the number of motor vehicle-related accidents, saving lives. 
Sense of Community 
Traffic roads always isolate the buildings whatever commercial buildings or 
residential blocks and open spaces. Can this infrastructure serve as urban 
web to connect the discontinuities? Mid-Levels Escalator in Central, for 
instance, connects the ground and mid-level. Although the intention is to 
facilitate the residents, the escalator creates a kind of relationship among the 
levels from a spatial point of view. In new towns, the elevated walkway sys-
tem also enhances the sense of community between residential blocks. The 
public facilities can attach to this network rather than one multi-use complex 
building. It can be a driving force for the rehabilitation of the individual and 
isolated areas by traffic network. 
Permanence and Transience 
This pedestrian network can be a multi-level matrix which enriches the city 
life. In this metropolis, we cannot think of planning in static terms, in three-
dimensional world. The space will associate with the "fourth dimension" time 
together. That means, different activities happening at different time and pe-
destrians' movement will be considered in the design. Whatever the usage of 
Tamar Basin is, there will be something occurring at there. It may form an-
other piace for congregation of people. How is the pedestrian flow in the 
future? Permanence - the multi-level matrix serves as a circulation. Tran-
sience - i t creates social interaction at the street level of the building towers. 
Besides it functions as a footbridge, booths, seating areas or other activities 
can be set up. Street realm can be continued above ground. A new pedestrian 
realm can be formed without any traffic interference. 
Unique Accessibility 
Pedestrians' access to buildings no longer will be only on grade. There can 
be a possibility on upper levels or underground in the future. Should the 
vehicles drive on grade? An urban structure can make a new definition to the 
existing relationship between vehicles and pedestrians. The harmony of these 
two transportations is emphasized. Inter-district and environmental friendly 
transport system can be brought in the pedestrian-oriented areas. It mainly 
serves for some elderly people and disables who are difficult to walk. 
S I T E S c L E € T i O I I € i t 1 T £ I A 
Site Election criteria baf t i n the conflict between pedestrians and vehicular 
traffic occurreiin'tf^ _宝enters. Other than for circulation； the future urban 
structure must conlribute other meanings to the city.^P^estrians and city 
can take the advantages of traffic-free. The future urban structure demon-
strates an alternative of footbridge and subway. Traffic-pedestrian separation 
can be implemented irilo,three situations: existing urban site, existing urban 
site with new development and new toWn development. Mongkok. Central 
and Tung Chung'represent these three categories respectively. The following 
analyzes each site's proWem，characteristic^ anc! development poten-
tial / coiistraints' Centrai Is selected, as she is much feasible to implement 
traffic-pedestrian separation. Variety of activities; city center of Hong Kong 
and CDB of Hong Kong makes traffic-free to.be more essential and have a 
contribution to Hong Kong：； ； ” \ : : ；^： 
MongkOKjs densely populated dstrjc^ irtHohg Kong. A Mudy found between 
5,000 arkf 20,000 pe(^str^n|walking on each side of Sai Yeung Choi 
Street every peak hour. Tfie s t y ^ mos&ifdings irr Mongkok is retail shop 
on the ground level andr^ldential on the top. Many ^>eda丨 shopping streets 
havedeveloped individual as Fa Yuen Street, Women's Street 
又(Tung Choi Street), Bird Street and Flower Market RoadJ Pedestrians and 
activities enrich the street iife in Mongkok. A f t h e same time, the conflict 
between pedestrians and vehicular traffic becomes serious because of the 
crowds of people. “ 、 “ . ’ - 、一 ：, z 
r . i . \ - . ' , … 、 ， 、 \ / 、 , 
‘、‘〕u , ？ / I 丨’‘ ； 、 一 ' 、 广 、 、 “ ‘ 
beyelopment Potential / Constraints , 广 厂 / 
Mori^kok's blocks are laid but regularly in a grid.patiern. .Emphasis of street 
aptivities, an elevated urban structure addecTto the existing condition may 
not be'a suitable way to alleviate the conflict between pedestrians and ve-
hicuiar traffic which is a planning problem. iWsufficient space to construct 
Walkway is ^ notber problem in Mongkok. not t&y^to solve in the rigid 
existing condition and lack of room for expansion；, 6n the other hand, the 
government'recent strategy,"give the streets back to pedestrians", 
PedestrianiMtiph Scheme, is^welcomed by pedestrians and retail shops 
praDrtetors. This reii^prce^ the s t r f i # jri ^ Ipngkok. 
, h o a - ： ： 二 ' , n r i r山,…、〜—.：了. … 
Central 
Central is the Central Business District (CDB) 
in Hong Kong. Through a century of urban 
transformations, successive layers of reclaimed 
land and many high-rise commercial buildings 
replacing the old building in the mid 60，s den-
sity the district. The services and business ac-
tivities in the CBD generate large volume of work 
trips and business strips. The traffic volume to 
and from the CBD during rush hours is extremely 
high. Motor mobility is much more emphasized. 
The traffic roads break the street life. Because 
of the concentration of business activities, pe-
destrians encounter problems in competing with 
automobiles for the limited pavement and road 
space. The adoption of pedestrian decks sepa-
rating the circulation of vehicles and pedestri-
ans is one of solutions. Some old streets es-
tablished in the past can still be found in the 
southern area in Central. 
Development Potential I Constraints 
Up to now, the reclamation in Central does not 
stop. At this time the objective is not only for 
constructing buildings on the reclaimed land but 
also to give the harbour back to the people. Pe-
destrian will be put at a higher priority. The con-
门ection between new reclaimed land and exist-
ing urban setting can utilize the characteristic 
in Gentral - pedestrian deck. Gentral has not 
just CDB value but also civic and activities. The 
reclaimed land can induce people to imagine 









The removal of Kai Tak Airport to Chek Lap Kok urges the government to 
develop the north of Lantau Island. In order to preserve the natural environ-
ment in Tung Chung, most of the new town developments will be proceeded 
on the reclaimed land. The target user group will be local residents and tourists. 
For the Tung Chung Development Phase I, the architect uses a concept of 
traffic-pedestrian separation. The pedestrian spine continues the urban life 
over the North Lantau Expressway to the promenade which connects Tung 
Chung and Tai Ho. At Tai Ho, river and existing villages will be preserved. 
Meanwhile, the reclaimed land is discontinuous by the river. 
Development Potential I Constraints 
In the case of Tai Ho, bridge is the only way to link up two fragments. Pedes-
trian deck can be an intra-connection and inter-connection. It can be a proto-
type to the housing estates. Water is a nice element to incorporate into 
architecture. However, it is difficult for people to imagine what it looks like in 
Tai Ho as reclamation does not start yet. The communication to the public is 
lost. 
S I T E S E L E C T I O N : C E N T R A L 
A pedestrian oriented urban structure is much feasible to implement in Cen-
tral District because of its site constraints and the future development. In 
terms of regional context, British colony first established was Central. She 
has Hong Kong's many historic and modem landmarks. The historical signifi-
cance of Statue Square, the old colonial charms of the Legislative Council 
Building, the spectacular Bank of China Tower and Hong Kong Bank can be 
found in Central. Limited pavement leads Central utilizing elevated walkways 
to separate traffic-pedestrian circulation. In terms of activities, there is variety 
compared with a New Town development. Being the core of the Central Busi-
ness District in Hong Kong, the area has a concentration of business activi-
ties and the center of civic and Government activities. The Status Square 
becomes a congregation of people on Sunday and Public Holidays. They 
would hold religious or cultural functions. In terms of movement of pedestrians, 
different scenarios will occur in Central. It is meaningful to continue the con-
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Centra丨 view from Koiwoon in 1950 
History of Central District 
Business and Trading Centre 
Sheung Wan, Central District and Wan Chai were the earliest areas devel-
oped by British Colony Government after 1841. In 1843’ Central District was 
one of districts in this city boundary named Victoria City. Godowns, wharves, 
merchant houses and different types of buildings sprang up. Central District 
became the economic and political center. As Hong Kong prospered, land in 
Central District soon became insufficient for further development. In 1887, C. 
P. Chater proposed a reclamation project for Central District, which was 
approved by Sir William Des Voeux. Land reclamation was conducted from 
1890 to 1904, which added 59 acres of land to the waterfront. I n the early 
century, new buildings were erected on the newly reclaimed 丨and. 
In June 1841, the first land sale sold a total of 61 lots of land to 23 merchant 
houses for the construction of offices and godowns. Western style office 
buildings were erected between Queen's Road and the waterfront all the 
way to the Central Market which originated as a public market in 1842. The 
building of the City Hall and the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank on Queen's 
Road between 1860 and 1880 made Central District the cultural and financial 
center of Victoria City. 
With the rapid economic growth of Hong Kong, many foreign firms originally 
trading in Guangzhou moved their headquarters to Hong Kong. Central Dis-
trict lacked land for development. During the governorship of Sir William Des 
Voeux (1887-91), land reclamation project was implemented. Upon comple-
tion in 1904，the appearance of the waterfront of Centra丨 District changed 
completely. The second Hong Kong club, Queen's Building and General 
Post Office were erected on the reclaimed land. The commercial and finan-
cial area was located between Queen's Road and the waterfront. 
Central Police Station, former Central Magistracy and Victoria Prison 
Military and Political Centre 
Central District has been the political center of the new city as Government 
House was erected in a dominant position on the hill and symbolized the 
colonial status. St. John's Cathedral and Secretariat Office were built at the 
foot of the hill. Some old political facilities, like the former Supreme Court, 
former Central Magistracy, Victoria Prison, Central Police Station and the 
former Flagstuff House, have been constructed in Central. 
The north of Des Voeux Road was the result of the reclamation project in the 
late 19历 century. Queen Victoria's statue in the center of the Statue Square 
was cast in 1887 to celebrate her Golden Jubilee. Statue Square was also 
known as the Royal Square: besides the Queen's Statue, there were also the 
statues of King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, King George V and Queen 
Mary. The statue King George V was located in front of the Supreme Court. 
Chinese Settlements 
In 1843, Chinese traders and civilians who followed the British navy to Hong 
Kong were allowed to set up simple matsheds along Jervois Street to start 
their business. In 1850，a large number of Chinese moved form Guangzhou to 
Hong Kong. They brought their capital to develop their businesses in Hong 
Kong. Sheung Wan had developed into a booming commercial and domestic 
area in the Chinese community. In the 40 years after British occupation, 
Central had been dominated by British merchants and foreigners. Chinese 
were only allowed to stay in Sheung Wan and Western District. After the 
opening of Peak Tramway in 1888, foreigners began to move to the peak. On 
grounds of epidemic prevention, the Peak District Reservation Ordinance was 
enacted in 1904, making the Peak a residential area for the exclusive use of 
foreigners. 
The Rapid Development After the Second World War 
In 1950s, refugees from China came to Hong Kong. They brought capital and 
skills to develop industries. This laid the foundation for Hong Kong to be the 
Far East financial center. With the growth of Hong Kong's trading and finan-
cial industries, many new modem skyscrapers stand in Central District. The 
unique historic buildings and the meeting of Chinese and Western cultures in 
Central attract numerous tourists every year. 
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Signi f icance of Si te 
Central is a political, economical and cultural center. Among forest of 
commercial skyscrapers, a place with lower density and civic spaces 
is found. Hong Kong lacks a focal point of a city. Historically, the 
place where the British town and the Chinese town met. Central can 
be not only a Central Business Centre but also a Metropolitan Centre 
as taking advantages of pedestrianization in the new era. 
Reclamat ion 
The structure of Central has been attributed to the successive stages of 
reclamation. Four major reclamations were carried out in the 1860s, 1890s, 
1950s and 1990s along the shoreline of Central. New roads must be con-
structed following the new reclaimed land. Now, most of western style build-
ings in colonial period had been demolished. The only things that can trace 
the past shoreline of Hong Kong Island are the roads. Queen's Road Central 
from the first reclamation, Chater Road and Des Voeux Road Central from 
the second, and Connaught Road from the third evidence the growth of Central. 
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After completion of the Central and Wan Chai Reclamation Feasibility Study 
in 1989，the Land Development Policy Committee endorsed a concept for 
gradual implementation of the reclamation. The government will proceed 
Central and Wanchai Reclamation by five phases. The proposed reclama-
tion project would provide the opportunity for us to develop an inter-con-
nected and well-designed waterfront promenade from Central to Cause-
way Bay. In the overcrowded environment of Central, the pedestrian decks 
instead of providing separation of cars and pedestrians are only doubling 
the ground level circulation. 
The proposed reclamation extends along the waterfront from Sheung Wan 
to Causeway Bay. Owing the protection of Victoria Harbour, the govern-
ment cannot deliberately reclaim much land. The policy is to use reclaimed 
land for necessary usage. The objectives of the project include: 
- T o provide land for the Hong Kong Station of the Airport Railway and 
the extended overrun tunnel of the Airport Railway; 
- T o provide land for Central-Wan Chai Bypass and Island Eastern Cor-
ridor Link; 
_ To provide land for the construction of a world class waterfront prom-
enade 
- T o improve the environment of adjoining crowded districts by providing 
additional open space on the new reclamation; and 
_ To integrate the development with the existing area. 
The whole reclamation is divided into five phases. Central Reclamation 
Phase III (Star Ferry & Tamar Extension Reclamation) will comprise new 
reclamation joining the Central Reclamation Phase 丨 to Wan Chai 
Development Phase II near Lung King Street. This reclamation is required 
to accommodate the Airport Railway extended overrun tunnel and Central-
Wan Chai Bypass. A continuous waterfront promenade will also be pro-
vided to create an attractive urban environment. Works are tentatively sched-
uled to commence in 2002 for completion in 2006. 
The New Central Waterfront is composed of four main elements tentatively. 
These comprise the Statue Square Corridor, the Civic Corridor, the Arts 
and Entertainment Corridor and the Waterfront Promenade. Each of them 
will imbue an individual identity and function. 



























City Hall was founded in 1962. Its architectural style was influenced by mod-
ernism at that time. Many exhibitions and concerts were held in this building. 
Although it is not a very old building, it symbolizes the cultural image of Central. 
Star Ferry has been established over a century. Because of a successive 
reclamation in a century, the pier should be removal to the new shoreline. The 
old pier would be demolished. Simultaneously, memory was lost. 
Significant Buildings 
It is a fact that Hong Kong was a British colony. The fact becomes a history 
and a memory. Some western style buildings are preserved and become char-
acteristics in Hong Kong. The former Government House, Legislative Council 
Building, The Court of Final Appeal and Queen's Pier have colonial and historic 
meaning. 
The Old Supreme Court which houses the Legislative Council Chambers since 
1985, was built on reclaimed land using hundreds of Chinese fir-tree piles as 
foundations. The building was opened on 15 January 1912 by the then Governor, 
Sir Frederick Lugard. The two-storey granite building is neo-classical in style 
supported by tail columns of Ionic order. The most outstanding feature of the 
building is the pediment in the centre portion which is surmounted by a blind-
folded statue of Justice, represented by the Greek goddess Themis. 
Central is CBD in Hong Kong. Traffic roads cover 35% area in order to provide 
smooth flow of traffic. Most of land usage is not for human beings but for motor 
cars. Commercial, Government and open space weigh similar portions. Head-
quarters of banks, offices, hotels, shops and car park concentrate in CBD. The 
headquarters of China Military, the headquarters of Hong Kong S. A. R. and 
Legislative Council Building are established in Central. City Hall is only one 
civic building open for public. Open spaces, the Statue Square and the Chater 
Garden, are adjacent to the Legislative Council Building. Moreover, Central 
functions a main water transport interchange to Kowloon and Islands. Most 
piers are concentrated 3lo门g the waterfront of Central. 
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Land use proposal in new reclaimed land 
Pottinger Road, post war 
Lan Kwai Fong 
S I T E 歲 M A. L Y S I S 
Existing Pedestrian Environment 
In the past, Central has the organic quality of a European medieval town 
center. Three to four storeys of western style were erected along the 
boulevard. Due to the steep slope at the south of Central, people can only 
rely on some streets which have connected the grade level to hillsides. 
Human activities enliven these streets and generate individual 
characteristics, such as Duddell Street, Lan Kwai Fong and Pottinger 
Street. The scale of streets is not too wide that creates intimacy to the 
pedestrians. 
Walking can be regarded as an efficient mode of transport in busy com-
mercial areas. In Central and Wiestem District, elevated pedestrian walk-
ways are incorporated as a means of smoothing vehicular flow and reduc-
ing pedestrian risk in the business core areas. These walkways link ma-
jor transport terminals such as the ferry pier, bus terminal and Mass Tran-
sit Railway (MTR) stations with the major commercial buildings. The de-
sign just fulfills the function. They are made of concrete with concrete 
cover and metal railings. With 3m wide and 2.5m headroom, they squeeze 
/ 
The Statue Square 
the pedestrians inside. During peak hours, the high demand to get into and to 
leave the CBD, pedestrians feel some restriction in walking speed. Access to 
City Hall and promenade from south of Central can be only through a concrete 
subway at the Statue Square. Its function is same as other subways to cross 
over the traffic road: Connaught Road Central which blocks the linkage to the 
existing promenade. It has 8m wide and the minimum headroom is 2.5m. Dark 
environment does not welcome pedestrians to stay. 
Statue Square adjacent to Legislative Council Building is an open space, civic 
place and a municipal garden that serves a greenbelt and a thoroughfare for 
pedestrian towards the waterfront. Besides keeping open in front of Headquarters, 
Hongkong Bank's ground level is devoted to pedestrians as a sheltered plaza. 
The plaza maintains a continuous spatial link along north and south. Chater 
Road implements part-time pedestrianization where the vehicle is prohibited on 
Sundays and Public Holidays. Mainly Filipino occupies the Chater Road to hold 
cultural functions on Sundays and Public Holidays. 
Pedestrianization area 
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From the above analysis of overall Central District, the strip starting from the 
Statue Square, Star Ferry Pier to the new-reclaimed land would be much rep-
resentative to demonstrate a continuity of urban fabric. Civic center, political 
center, banking center and transport interchange are concentrated at there. 
The followings focus on analysis of the strip in detail. 
Future Central-Wanchai Bypass 
7690vehicles per 24-hour day 
58110 vehicles per 24-hour day 
TransportTerminal 
Transportation 
From the Statue Square to Star Ferry Pier, pedestrians should cross three 
m^or traffic roads: DesVoeux Road Central, Chater Road and Connaught 
Road Central. These roads not only facilitate the transportation from east to 
west, but also correspond to the growth of Central chronologically. Trams 
served the waterfront areas since 1904. Although the demand for road space 
in Central is very high, trams still occupy part of Des Voeux Road Central and 
become unique characteristic on Hong Kong Island. The growth of Central 
can be notified by the road coverage. The road coverage of Connaught Road 
Central is prominently wider than Chater Road. According to the Annual Traf-
fic Census 1999, approximate 58110 vehicles per 24-hour day crossed 
Connaught Road Central while approximate 7690 vehicles per 24-hour day 
crossed Des Voeux Road Central. For the future growth, the objective is to 
relieve traffic congestion along Connaught Road Central and Harcourt Road. 
Central-Wai Chai Bypass will run through the whole Central and Wan Chai 
Reclamation. An above ground road, Road P2, provides the essential link 
between Central and Wan Chai. 
Besides vehicular and railway transport, ferry is another means to cross the 
Victoria Harbour In 1999, the statistics showed that over two millions pas-
sengers traveled by ferry to cross harbour monthly. Indeed, ferry passengers 
initiate massive pedestrian flow during loading and unloading. 
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Movement of pedestrians 




The movement of pedestrians can be classified into three types: fast, me-
dium and static. 
Fast movement 
In this category, major pedestrian flow in Central comes from the transport 
terminals and workplace. The volume of pedestrian trips is highly concen-
trated during morning, lunch and afternoon peak hours between transport 
terminals and the workplace. For those working in Central, they travel by 
Mass Transit Railway (MTR) or buses. The elevated walkways are used to 
connect to their workplaces. For those traveling by ferry, most of them will 
use subway to cross Connaught Road Central towards the Statue Square 
and vice versa. 
Medium movement 
people will meander on streets along east-west side, as shops are at the 
sides. The limited pavement restricts people's walking speed. 
Some pedestrians will stay at the Statue Square and look at the peripheral 
buildings. Waterfront is also a gathering place for people to have lunch boxes, 
chatting and waiting. 
s I T t； A Jl L T S I S 
Urban Setting & Activities 
Chater Road Pedestrianization Area 
Although it becomes a popular urban node for the local Filipino Community 
on Sundays. Sometimes, activities will be held by the local organizations 
such as Sedan Chair Racing. 
Statue Square 
Statue Square is sole significant civic square. However, the land property is 
not owned by the Hong Kong Government. The owner is Hong Kong Bank, 
which made an agreement in 1901 with the government to reserve for perma-
nent public use as a civic square. Once it centered on a large memorial of 
Queen Victoria and a statue of Edward Vll. The Queen's Statue has been 
relocated in Victoria Park. Only the statue of Sir Thomas Jackson of the 
Hong Kong Bank is placed inside the Statue Square to commemorate ser-
vices rendered to Hong Kong's finance. Now, many people treat it as a public 
square and congregate there, especially Filipinos on Sunday and holidays. 
ChaterGarden 
Chater Garden was the Hong Kong Cricket Club form 1851 to 1975. The 
garden is named after Sir Paul Chater, a financier. It is prime and valuable 
public garden in a CBD. Although it does not have any civic meaning, many 
demonstrations are started at there. Sometimes, political forum will be held 
in the garden, as Hong Kong lacks such space. 
Cenotaph 
It was established in 1923. It commemorates end of World War II and victory 
of resistance of Japanese invasion. Some ceremonial activities will be carried 
out on the second Sunday of November. For the rest of days, entrance into 
the area of Cenotaph is prohibited for public. 
Subway at the Statue Square 
The existing subway is the only way that goes to the promenade and City 
Hall from the Statue Square. 
Existing Urban Problem 
Accessibility 
-Pedes t r i ans are difficult to access to the City Hall from southern part of 
Central. They can only use the subway nearby the Statue Square. 
-Pedes t r i ans access to the Star Ferry Pier from southern part of Central. 
They can only use the subway. 
Fragments of open spaces 
The Statue Square is separated by Chater Road. Only on Sunday, the 
pedestrianization on Chater Road facilitates pedestrians utilizing the open 
spaces. 
User Groups 
Since very few people reside in the CBD, user groups do not fix like in the 
residential area. Most of them come from other places. During weekdays, most 
people work or do business at there have to commute. As Central plays roles of 
political center, financial center and cultural center, many ad-hoc users will come 
to Central by different modes of transportation. City Hall serves as a cultural 
center to Central and adjacent districts. Many civilians use its services, for 
example, library, exhibition and performance. The charms of colonial character-
istics and modern landmarks attract many tourists to have sightseeing. They 
have leisurely pace to meander in Central. During weekend and holidays, office 
workers disappear. Daily users are replaced by Filipinos. Central converts to a 












people from other places in Hong Kong come to 
Central working by different means of transportations, 
like ships, MTR and buses, 
ad-hoc users will come to Central 
Office workers have their lunch or buy lunch boxes 
Not much office workers need to work on Saturday 
Many citizens will go to outlying islands during week 
end 
Filipino Congregation in Statue Square & on Chater 
Special events hold by local organizations on Chater 
Road 
Activities on Chater 
Road on Sunday 
mm 
Many people sit on the open 
space inside City Hall 
1 T I- A Jl. L S i S 
Site Opportuni t ies 
Civic Centre / Metropolitan Spot 
With reference to the history and background of Central, the new-reclaimed 
land has an opportunity to become an extension of existing city as a civic 
center and metropolitan spot in Hong Kong. Because of the planning 
strategy of Hong Kong Government, a pedestrian-oriented civic center is 
encouraged. It becomes an emblem of international city Hong Kong. 
Interchange of Kowloon and Hong Kong Island 
The transport terminals are concentrated at there: MTR stations, tram, 
buses and ferry. Ferry service still plays a role in Hong Kong's transpor-
tation system. The low fare attracts local people to travel. The charm of 
scenery of Victoria Harbour attracts tourists to have sightseeing by ferry. 
High demand to the space for pedestrian flow is required. 
Architectural Heritage 
Historic and modem architecture heritages mingle in Central. People can 
explore the historical significance of Statue Square, view the old colonial 
charms of the Legislative Council Building, see the spectacular Bank of 
China Tower, witness the beauty of the Museum of Tea Ware and much 
more. It is great enjoyment with leisure walk in this busy district. 
Variety of Activities 
Other than commercial activities, different events can be held in the open 
space and waterfront area. In business and financial area, people just 
pass by with fast paces. Open space gives an opportunity for people to 
slow down and gather. 
Site Constraints 
Space for Traffic Roads 
Being an international finance center, comprehensive transportation net-
work is inevitable. About 35% land will dedicate to traffic roads to relieve 
the traffic congestion at the north Hong Kong Island and link to rest of 
Hong Kong. When the importance of automobile is prominent, the con-
flict between vehicles and pedestrians should be minimized. 
Central-Wanchai Bypass 
There wiii be two Central-Wanchai Bypasses to lessen the traffic burden 
at grade level. Existing Star Ferry Pier building cannot be entirely pre-
served as the Central-Wanchai Bypass will cross underneath the location 
of existing Star Ferry Pier. 
Fragments of Open Spaces 
One problem is solved but another one is generated. Traffic roads divide 
the urban fabric into fragments. Linkage should be applied to knit the 
discontinuities by infilling directional pedestrian space. 
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P R O M 
Just i f i ca t ion 
Programs will start from pedestrian point of view. The objective is to 
infill directional pedestrian space with activities to reorganize the frag-
ments of pedestrian spaces. By categorizing pedestrians into different 
levels of movement, the programs design for their needs. 
Programs 
Civic Aspect 
Open-air Theater I Performance Space 
Statue Square is designed as a sunken court which is the starting point of the 
whole pedestrian spine. It is proposed for informal or ad-hoc events, like Temple 
Street in Yaumatei, Chinese opera performs on the street. The sense of com-
munity is strengthened from the existing fabric. Part of the sunken court is 
hard paving. Some informal，cultural performance or outdoor entertainment, 
such as children variety shows, folk songs, dance performances, orchestral 
concerts，variety shows, magic shows and Cantonese songs concerts, can be 
held in this open-air theater. Part of it is soft paving. Pedestrians with static 
gesture are able to sit at there. 、. ^ h h k 顯 讀 啊 響 1 « | 
P'lC ,广、"I ” p 
« h V •w、‘ 1、 
Mode丨 shows the location of programs 
News from Apple Daily on 27/01/01 
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Extension of Legislative Council 
As the number of members in L e g i s l i l i s ^ 「亡 I n c r e a s e d in the future, 
the SAR Government intends to look for a suitable place to construct a new 
Legislative Council building which can accommodate a new chamber, exhibition 
space, offices for members and cafe for public. The location of the existing car 
park is suitable to become as an extension of Legislative Council because it is 
nearby the old one and in the central of civic center. 
I t s G E 篇 
Cultural Aspect 
Museum I Exhibition Space / Art Corridor 
The site is located at a successive reclaimed land. The latest reclamation is 
not started yet. There is no formal record to the history of reclamation in 
Hong Kong. By using the regional context, an underground museum for re-
gional history is designed next to Statue Square. Existing Star Ferry Pier 
will be renovated to be the end of this museum and exhibit the recent 
reclamation. Through walking, pedestrians can experience the history not 
from the books. Art corridor is proposed at the upper level of the museum. 
The target group will be children. Through art workshop, they can express 
what their Hong Kong will be in the future. Recently, a cultural exchange 
function "Berlin in Hong Kong" is successful to promote art and introduce 
Berlin to local primary students. Besides artists have creative mind, they do 
have too. Gallery or exhibition space will informally locate at the second level 
of pedestrian deck. Art is the best media to express the cultural features. 
The proposed total area of museum area, exhibition space and art corridor 
will be about SOOOm^  which is nearest the total exhibition area of Hong Kong 
Museum of Art in Tsim Sha Tsim. Hong Kong Museum of Art was originally 
established in City Hall in 1962. 
Multi-purpose Hall 
This hail will function as a community hall for usual activities. When there are 
special events, the hail can extend to the outdoor plaza. Indoor performance 
space is formed. 
••Max Theatre 
It will be the first one l-Max theatre to introduce Hong Kong for tourists and 
local people. It connects to the Airport Railway Hong Kong Station by foot-
bridges and ground level. Most tourists can reach it conveniently. A visitor 
center is also located inside l-Max theatre for visitors to get information. 
City Centre at new reclaimed land 
Open Space 
A landscaped waterfront area will be much attractive to public or tourists. It is 
positive to establish an image of metropolitan city. It is extended to the build-
ing and future medium-rise commercial development. The pedestrian flow from 
Wan Chai can continue to Central. Light effect will add on the promenade. It 
can stimulate the visual experience to the pedestrian at night. 
Library 
City Hall now houses a few libraries. It is insufficient space compared to the 
demand in 1960s. This library is an extension of City Hall. High technology 
information system will be incorporated to meet the trend in future. 
Auditorium 
It can house 885 seats in this auditorium. It is part of extension of City Hall, 
as the City Hall cannot fulfill the demand after 35 years. Opera or formal 
performance can be held in it. 
Plaza / Festival Plaza 
A Festival Plaza next to the 卜Max Theatre for public events that allows people 
of the city to congregate during major festival days and cultural events and 
experience the seasons of the year without the need for high-energy consum-
ing enclosed spaces. With a m^or Chinese festival celebrated almost every 
month, visitors have a good chance of experiencing these festive customs 
such as Spring Lantern Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival and Chinese New Year. 
Booths can be set up for selling souvenirs or local products. For the 
pedestrians, they can experience the atmosphere of festival throughout a 
year. 
Observation Deck 
Central has geographic advantage which faces charming Victoria Harbour. 
Every year many citizens and visitors will congregate at the waterfront of 
Hong Kong Island and Kowloon Peninsula. The roof of the auditorium is de-
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Commercial Aspect 
Alfresco dining area / CaU 
Outdoor dining is possible in pedestrianized areas where have good hygienic 
condition. No more lunch boxes, people can have their meals in front of a 
scenic harbour. Pedestrians take a cup of coffee before continuing their walking 
journey. This area will be scattered inside the building and in the open space. 
Shops 
Commercial activities can attract numbers of people to a place. The elevated 
walkways lead street life continuing above grade. They provide additional 
retail frontages. Window displays enliven the monotonous walkway and re-
petitive action - walking. 
Underground Car Park 
Accessibility is always important. Although the site concentrates different 
modes of transport terminals, some people still drive motor car to Central. In 
this scheme, walking is much encouraged but certain parking spaces should 
be provided. The proposed 3-storey-underground car park is constructed 
between two Central-WanChai Bypasses. Its capacity will be 990 cars to 
replace the existing car park which can house about 380 cars. 
Star Ferry Terminal 
New Star Ferry Terminal will be reprovision at new waterfront. It is a part of 
the building. Besides waiting area, shops and restaurant are provided. 
Activities can be held at a traffic-free zone 
Sectional fViode丨 shows the relationship of grade and underground _ “ • H p 
Schedule of Accommodation 
Site Area: approx. TS.OOOm^ 
Open Space: 15673m2 (3300/0) 
Road at grade: 5400m2 (existing road) 
Building Coverage: <49’200m2 
Category Program Area (m^) 
CiMC Aspect 
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Extension of Legislative Council:-
Chamber 
Exhibition Space 
Cafa for public 
Offices 
Meeting Rooms — 4706 
Cultural Aspect 
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i Star Ferry Tenminal:-
1 Waiting Area 
Shops 
Restaurant 
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Sketch of the Plaza 
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Stage 1 (1®* Semester) 
Circulation devised from existing urban area 
North 一 South 
The design will design for different speed of movement of pedestrians. Pedes-
trians with fast movement will separate from those with slower pace. Incorpo-
rating the proposed programs, three paths are generated: History of 
reclamation, Architecture & art and Culture & civic. Pedestrians can decide 
their route and pace in accordance with their time. A multi-level urban stmc-
ture can be underground or elevated. It depends on the site conditions. 
Three paths are defined from existing urban area to the new Star Ferry Pier. 
Path 1: History of reclamation 
It starts from the Statue Square. As this route will cross over four stages of 
reclamation, it can represent the history of the structure of Central by 
reclamation. The pedestrian flow will be mainly from the transport terminals: 
Ferry Pier, MTR stations and buses. Gallery / exhibition or symbolic marks 
can be the programs of this route. 
Path 2: Architecture & art 
Architecture is a part of art. The route starts from Bank Street at where Hong 
Kong Bank, Bank of China, The Legisfative Council Building, the Statue Square, 
Cenotaph, City Hall and Star Ferry Pier are at both sides. W passes through 
the modem landmarks and colonial building to encourage tourists to explore 
the heritage and architecture in Hong Kong island by walking which the Hong 
Kong Tourist Association promotes. 
Path 3: Culture & civic 
This route starts from Jackson Road, which will pass through the Legislative 
Council Building, the Chater Garden, Cenotaph and City Hall with Memorial 
Garden. The civic and cultural functions occur at there. It is suitable for 
holding festivals or ceremonies. Some festivals are suggested: Hong Kong's 
EuroChristmas, Chinese New Year Parade, Hong Kong Arts Festival, the 
Birthday of Tin Hau, Hong Kong Internal Film Festival, Le French May Fes-
tival of Arts, Sedan Chair Racing, Halloween and so on. 
East - West 
Because of reclamation, land can be expanded towards north side. The site 
will be treated as an entity which incorporates the Legislative Council Building, 
the Statue Square, City Hall and Star Ferry Pier. They can be zoned as for 
cultural, civic and tourist purpose. 
Extension of existing city 
By using the ground surface to create a complementary public space to the 
existing open space 
Pedestrians with different paces will have different paths which are chosen 
by pedestrians themselves. 
i 4 
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The urban structure will pass through the existing buildings: The Legislative 
Council Building and City Hall. 
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Sketches show the relationship of vehicle and pedestrians. 
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Stage 2 (1 External Review, 2"劲 Semester) 
Concept 
- T o capture the movement and routes of pedestrians from all direc-
tions to this center, the web of straight lines connects to a destina-
tion in central. 
- S o m e of them are short cuts; some of them correspond to history of 
city and create collective m e m o r y . 卞 洲 嫩 佩 M . V ^ T 一 
~ r 。 C Z h T J I C B r ！昨 
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；2000 working models 
The programs along the new shoreline suggested by government stack 
up as a city center to eliminate the area of reclamation. 
The roof deck is a main federating element which provides a large 
space to congregate during m^or festival days and cultural events. 
Pedestrian can experience the seasons of the year without the need 
for high-energy consuming enclosed spaces. 
The road structure continues on the underground parking level so 
that the grade level can reserve to pedestrian. 
The new Star Ferry Pier will be located perpendicular to the new 
shoreline so as to give back the waterfront to pedestrians. 
pedestrian route 
Spring autumn 
Festival celebration can be held on the roof. 
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Design Strategy 
_ Statue Square is designed as a sunken court which is corresponding to 
the topology of Central, sloping up at South. This city void strengthens the 
solid's (buildings) axis. 
_ For the programs arrangement, the location of the extension of Legislative 
Council Building is nearby the existing Legco. Building. It is convenient 
the communication between the old and the extension one. 
• A roof deck starting from existing Star Ferry Pier gentle ramp up. People 
can go up to other levels without any sudden level change. 
. T h e star Ferry Pier includes in the center as a destination for people trav-
eling by water. 
- A l l the programs are linked by a walkway system. 
^ f p l cuitural activrties 
dvic activrties 
iXMiwwcia} activities 
Bubble diaaram shows the programs relationship 
"Stitue Square becomes a sunken court 
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New proposal for Pedestrian Environment 




Different programs, commerda! 
Concept 
To capture the movement and routes of pedestrians from all direc-
tions to this center as a destination in central. 
Some water pools are created as collective memory of reclamation. 
The programs along the new shoreline suggested by government 
stack up as a city center to eliminate the area of reclamation. 
At the grade level, me "hierarchical ordering" of nodal space, plaza 一 
internal street-plaza, enhances the pedestrian experience. Pedes-
trian can experience the seasons of the year without the need for 
high-energy consuming enclosed spaces in these plazas. 
The roof deck can be utilized as an element which provides a large 
space to congregate during m^or festival days and cultural events. 
The road structure qpntinijes on the gndergrpynd parking level sp 
that me grade level can reserve to pedestrian. 
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The reiationshiD between vehicle and pedestrain 
The "hierarchical ordering" of nodal space, plaza 一 internal street 一 plaza 
Multilevel connects to other development 
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Future pedestrian circulation 
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A unique elevated walkway systenm connects commercial buildings in Central 
which continues to this and performs as a WALKING 
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Design Strategy 
Gentle ramps are main circulation mode in this center in order to 
avoid sudden level changes. Escalators and lifts are auxiliary and 
alternative to pedestrians. 
For the extension of Legislative Council building, glass curtain wall is 
used to increase the transparency of Chamber. Visitors or people can 
observe the meetings in Chamber. 
Commercial activities are introduced as a stimulus which attracts 
significant numbers of people to a place. 
All the programs are linked by a walkway system. Pedestrians can 
choose their own way to different destinations. 
The plaza between multi-purpose hall and l-Max theatre connects to 
future large commercial development which will attract office workers 
on weekdays and local people on weekend. 
The level changes created in the plaza can act as sittable area to the 
audience when functions are held. 
For usual activities’ fountain will create a dynamic atmosphere to the 










































































































































This plaza is nearby a large commercial development. Pedestrian can reach 
the plaza by different levels. People can congregate during weekdays and 
m^or festival daus and cultural events. Pedestrian can experience the sea-
sons of the year by various activities changing by time to time. 
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Computer simulation of plaza activities. 
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O N T R I B U T 丨 O N OF T H E S I S 
To provide a sense of place that strengthens identity of center of city and 
creates a place for local people and tourists to congregate. 
To provide a safe, less polluted and attractive for meeting and resting. 
To enhance the walking experience by signs, lights, spaces, colors, and 
textures designed to the persons on foot. 
To link up the urban fragments which have significant meaning in terms of 
culture, history and civic. 
To strengthen the horizontal and street level in a plenty of vertical structures. 





A P P E N D I X I 
interview 01 
Date: 03/10/2000 
Venue: Sai Kung & Island District Planning Office 
Interviewee: Ms. Winnie Chu, Planner 
Briefing on the North Lantau Development 
As the Hong Kong Government decided Airport would move to Chek Lap 
Kok at North Lantau Island, a New Town Development was planned as the 
basis of a support community for Chek Lap Kok Airport. It provides 
commercial, community functions and a substantial amount of residen-
tial development. After 1992 study, the population capacity of Tung Chung 
and Tai Ho was increased to 320,000 to attain future needs. Tung Chung 
would be a key transport interchange for the workforce on the Airport 
Island. In recognition of this role, Government invited MTRC to undertake 
the Tung Chung Town Centre Study. It becomes attractive and thriving 
focus intentionally. 
Planning / Urban Design Principles on this Site 
1. The major concept is to integrate buildings to the nature by minimiz-
ing the excavation of the landscape. Almost buildings will be con-
structed on the reclamation land toward the seaside. 
2. Tai Ho has a very high ecology value so the river and villages will be 
retained. 
3. At the Tung Chung Town Centre, there is a "gateway" image for Hong 
Kong in the context of arriving travelers from the adjacent airport. The 
"gateway" image is created by a retail bridge which connects two 
fragments divided by the expressway. 
4. other than transportation considerations, pedestrian network is ad-
dressed in this New Town Development. 
5. The retail bridge brings the Tung Chung MTR passengers to the wa-
terfront promenade. Open spaces, offices, hotel, retail shops are 
provided along the bridge. 
6. Waterfront promenade links up the discrete districts from west to 
east as far as Tai Ho. Provisional tram system along the waterfront 
will facilitate the transportation from west to east. 
7. Waterfront will be preserved to pedestrians mainly. 
Queries about the Design 
1 The North Lantau Expressway (NLE) dominates the site. It bisects 
the new development and the existing landscape in Lantau Island. 
2. Some environmental transportation can be introduced to the New Town 
to generate a new era pedestrianized district. 
Interview 02 
Date: 15/10/2000 
Venue: MongKok Pedestrianized Area 
Interviewee: Pedestrians and proprietors 
Summary of Comments from Pedestrians 
1. Pedestrians welcome the Government's pedestrianization scheme. In 
the past, the conflict between pedestrians and vehicular traffic was very 
serious on Sunday. Some pedestrians need to walk on the traffic road 
as the street is overcrowded. Pedestrianization can improve the situation. 
2. The occurrence of traffic accidents involving injuries to pedestrians is 
reduced. Safe and comfort to shoppers in the traffic-free zone increases 
people's shopping desire. 
3. Pedestrians can walk slowly and comfortably as the street is wider. 
They can also stand instantly at the street. The pace of walking slows 
down. 
Summary of Comments from Proprietors of retail shops 
1. Air quality is improved. The rate of pedestrian flow is increased. It causes 
the retail sales of the shops increase too. 
2. Health is more important than anything. The proprietors who are near 
the traffic road uphold this pedestrianization scheme. 
3. Some proprietors concern the influence to time of goods delivery. 
4. Traffic congestion is going to be worse in some areas. The scheme 
sacrifices the drivers. 
> p P E _ 1》！ X i 
Interview 03 
Date: 16/10/2000 
Company: Urbis Limited 
Interviewee: Mr. Lam 
Background Information 
Since 1982 the Hong Kong Government has undertaken to look into the various 
aspects of the Central and Wanchai Reclamation from town planning, urban 
design, engineering to environmental impacts. The Study on Harbour Recla-
mation and Urban Growth was done in 1983. The Government has appointed an 
urban planning consultant, Urbis Limited, to design the tentative planning be-
tween existing and new reclamation land. Mr. Lam is one of in-charge persons 
of urban planning in this project. The whole reclamation is divided into five 
phases. This interview will only focus on Central Reclamation Phase III. 
Planning / Urban Design Concepts 
The urban design framework for the reclamation area seeks to direct the devel-
opment of a coherent and legible structure of land uses, urban form and open 
space that is appropriate for the unique development context of the Central 
Waterfront. The waterfront provides various activity spaces for the public and 
the east-west pedestrian connection in the area. An environmentally and pe-
destrian-friendly transport system would be provided on the waterfront prom-
enade to the local people as well as tourists. 
The design framework of the area is structured around three principal design 
corridors, the Statue Square Corridor, Civic Corridor and Arts and Entertain-
ment Corridor, providing direct and continuous connection to the new water-
front and forming view corridors between developments in the existing urban 
area and the Victoria Harbour. 
For the Statue Square Corridor, it comprises Open Space Corridor and the 
Historic Corridor. The former is a linear park by extending at the full width of 
the Statue Square to the new waterfront along the central axis of the 
Hongkong Bank Building. This corridor will be developed as a continuous 
landscaped pedestrian deck in the form of a roof-tip garden over two levels 
of retail uses. The latter will be a view corridor between the existing urban 
area and the waterfront promenade along the central axis of the old Bank of 
China, the Legislative Council Building and the Cenotaph. It will take the 
form of a tree-lined boulevard bounded by low-rise historic and cultural build-
ings to the east. Star Ferry Pier and the public piers will be relocated in the 
new Central Waterfront. 
For the Civic Corridor, an elevated walkway is proposed form the Admiralty 
Centre to the proposed Central Government Complex at the former Tamar 
Basin across Harcourt Road. The pedestrian connection would continue 
through the Complex site to extend north into a civic square at podium 
level. This open space corridor with civic functions would provide a popular 
gathering ground for ceremonial and mass activities. 
For the Arts and Entertainment Corridor, a network of footbridge links be-
tween the existing cultural buildings including the Hong Kong Arts Centre 
and the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts (APA), the associated 
open space such as the Grand Hyatt Sculpture Garden and the APA open 
air theatre, and the future potential cultural-oriented developments on the 
corridor. 
Queries about the Design 
It 
2. 
is totally a new development on a 
virgin land. Should there be any 
memories about the land before 
reclamation? 
The scheme of relocating Star Ferry 
Pier is vague. Is relocation the best 
solution to this tourist attraction with 
historical significant landmark? 
Note: This is an informal telephone 
interview. The information is reference to 
Approved Central District (Extension) 
Outline Zoning Plan No. S/H24/2. 
P Em IK i 
Interview 04 
Date: 24/10/2000 
Venue: Transport Department 
Interviewee: Mr. David Chan, Engineer 
Background Information 
Mr. Chan is responsible to the Pedestrianization Scheme in Transport Department. 
In pursuing transport objective of facilitating the mobility of people and goods in 
Hong Kong, the Government needs to ensure that this is achieved in an environ-
mentally sustainable manner. The Government urges the implement of environ-
mental improvement measures in transport-related areas positively. The Third 
Comprehensive Transport Study (CTS-3) done by consultant was completed in 
September 2000. One of the sessions is to review the mobility of people in 
dense areas. The Government adopts some suggestions and implements a trial 
of pedestrianization in Causeway Bay, Mong Kok and Tsim Sha Tsui. More 
trials will be started in other dense areas soon. 
Design Principle for Pathways 
The Hong Kong Government has made guidelines in design pathways. With 
reference to Transport Planning & Design Manuel, 
The main constraint of pedestrianization is the planning of the existing urban 
site. It is much difficult to alter the vehicular route under a grid pattern of plan-
ning like Hong Kong. 
In the Third Comprehensive Transport Study (CTS-3), the consultant has listed 
out the level of services by using pedestrian flow in a meter per minute in accor-
dance with the standard in foreign countries. 
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Mr. Chan pointed out that the government requires the pathway should be mini-
mum at the level of 50 ped/min/m in Hong Kong. Pedestrians feel crowded at 
this level. However, most developers will use this minimum requirement in order 
to maximize their use of land. At planning stage, Transport Department sug-
gests elevated walkway to the developers. 
Measures to improve 
1. To extend the pathways and eliminate on-street parking spaces. 
2. To beautify the pedestrian environment by patterning the pathways. 
Findings 






Ms. Amy Wu, Town Planner 
Ms. Joanna Lam, Town Planner 
Background Information 
Ms. Amy Wu, who is a planner, is responsible to the planning of new recla-
mation in Central District in Planning Department. Our interview will only 
focus on Central Reclamation Phase Ill. Owing to the advocacy of protecting 
shoreline of Victoria Harbour, reclamation is a controversy issue. The 
government's strategy is to reclaim minimum land to solve necessity which 
is not only for buildings. The objectives of the reclamation of Central District 
are to solve serious traffic problems and build up an international image along 
Victoria Harbour. 
Planning Principle 
In this phase, the plan provides for an enhanced waterfront, new civic and 
commercial developments, open space provision, relocate uses affected by 
reclamation and reserves for essential circulation and access. Commercial 
use will only occupy 0.8°A» in this new-reclaimed land. The majorities of uses 
are road and open space. 
The whole planning wi_ll be pedestrian oriented design. There is a landscaped 
pedestrian deck connecting the Statue Square and the new waterfront. Foot-
bridges will be constructed if necessary. The character of elevated walkway 
in Central will be also extended to the new-reclaimed land. Some existing 
facilities will be affected and reprovision in the reclaimed land. Car park will 
be reprovision at basement levels. Pier for Star Ferry with clock tower will be 
relocated at the new waterfront. City Hall will be rebuilt and the Memorial 
Garden can be extended. 
No matter the usage of Tamar Basin, the location of civic square is confirmed 
in front of Tamar Basin. The new waterfront can be equipped with tourism-
related development. Tourist tram along the waterfront is one of the proposals. 
Festival market will fill of cultural characteristics for tourists and local people. 
Queries about the Design 
1. The whole design will highlight the significance of Hong Kong Bank rather 
than Legislative Council Building. 
2. Road P2 is located in front of the north fayade of the Legislative Council 
Building. The linkage and civic image are lost. 
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A P P E N D I X I I 
First External Review (1»* Semester) 
Venue: Crit Room at 5/F, Department of Architecture, CUHK 
Critics: Mr. Lam 
Mr. Daniel Chan 
Mr. Lee Shu Fan 
As summarized three critics' comments, they can be divided into practical 
and concept aspects. For the practical issues，they raised the following ques-
tions about my thesis topic at the preliminary stage: 
1 • This issue is complex. When the project is involved private developer, it 
should be having a compromise with private developer. 
2. How to attract people to use the elevated walkway. 
3. How to treat with the passengers by ships. 
For the concept, some of them raised the following queries: 
1. Do I satisfy the existing situation, vehicles on road and pedestrians on the 
elevated walkway? 
2. Is traffic-pedestrian separation the best way to solve the conflicts be-
tween two? 
3. If not, should the relationship between vehicles and pedestrians be 
redefined? 
4. What is the future development for both systems? 
5. Do pedestrians just need a bridge? 
6. Are there any problems if people have different speeds? Then, why do you 
divide people by their speeds? 
Evaluation 
From my point of view, this thesis does not emphasize reformation of traffic-
pedestrian system but there has a potential to involve this issue. My main 
concern is about the pedestrian environment and the impact of urban structure 
to the context. I have not defined my objective clearly. Some misunderstand-
ings appeared but the queries remind me to think about the issues other than 
walking. 
Second In terna l Review (1功 Semester) 27/11/00 
Venue: Rocco Design Ltd 
Critic: Mr Rocco Yim 
Questions and comments from the critic: 
1. It is easy if only problem of linkage and walking is tackled. 
2. What is the significance of your site? 
3. The relationship between pedestrians and vehicles in the future should 
be explored. 
4. Programs are not sufficient to support the significance of the site? 
5. One of the route, architecture and arts, is too abstract. 
6. The architectural content is much weak. Only if the urban structure 
can link with the existing building. It can be an extension of the Legis-
lative Council Building. It passes through City Hall building, which the 
entrance can be on another level. 
Evaluation 
My design approach is not clear to show to the critic. It leads the critic 
thought insufficient architectural content by single level linkage of buildings. 
More descriptions to architectural strategies should be added to the 
presentation. He also queried about the contribution of this thesis. The 
issue should be strengthened. 
P P E U B I K II 
Second External Review (1** Semester) 
Venue: Crit Room at 5/F, Department of Architecture, CUHK 
Critics: HKU Lecturer 
Mr. Bernard Chang 
Mr. John 
Critics have different approaches to my thesis topic. They have different com-
ments and questions as follows: 
HKU Lecturer 
- T h e thesis seems to be a master planning rather than an architectural 
design. 
- W h a t does the design on the new-reclaimed land base on? So far, there 
is no existing context on it. 
- H e suggested no need to design the new-reclaimed land in my thesis 
and focused on the existing area in detail. 
- R e m Koolhass did this kind of projects successfully but they are compe-
titions or ideas. They will not become real. He queried whether my thesis 
could become real. 
_ He did not think pedestrians could feel the meanings of the paths. 
Mr. Bernard Chang 
- I f only dealing with the elevated walkways, they can be done by engi-
neers not architects. 
- It should be treated as an entity to design. 
- H e thought Central was not a suitable site. Wanchai is much more suit-
able as no one will use the elevated walkway to promenade. 
- A m o n g my potential sites, they would like to choose Mongkok rather 
than Central. 
_ The existing walking system has no problem. There is no need to refine 
the pedestrian environment. 
- T h e r e is no destination in my proposed walking system. 
- I t should be found some more activities to reinforce the walking experience. 
- M y design is restricted by the paths. 
- A mega-structure can be created. 
Mr. John Ng 
- T h e activities can be carried out at underground level. 
_ I should list out the existing urban problems and pedestrian walking 
pattern. 
- I choose an important site: Central. 
. 丨 mentioned my thesis would deal with Legislative Council Building 
and City Hall. What is my treatment? 
- T h e s i s is just a scheme. It should be more free to design without the 
practical issues. 
Evaluation 
I did not mention why I choose city center as my site. This leads people 
feel that Central is not an appropriate site. Owing to different point of view, 
they thought that the urban structure should be placed at which people 
seldom go. As for me, my intention is to enhance and improve the existing 
pedestrian flow and use activities bonding the whole site. Since the design 
is very conceptual，the diagrams cannot show any concrete idea what the 
structure will be. Multi-level, above grade or underground, will be my con-
sideration in the design stage. 
a P E 1> i M II 
First External Review (2"*' Semester) 
Venue: Crit Room at 5/F, Department of Architecture, CUHK 
Critics: Mr. Eugene Chow 
Ms. Lavinia 
Mr. Joseph 
Comments from critics: 
_ This project is in between urban planning and architecture. 
- T h e project title "Walking City" is misleading. Indeed, it should be a 
"Pedestrian Spine". 
_ It is interesting that Statue Square becomes a sunken court, but per-
spective studies should be done to see how the view would be. 
- C r i t i c wondered why Statue Square was sunken, why not Chater Road 
was submerged. 
. T h e building was sunken. It undermined pedestrians walking from west 
to east. It only strengthened one direction, from north to south. 
_ One of critics suggested that Star Ferry Pier could still be a pier if a 
channel was allowed. 
- Future commercial development is very important to my project as com-
mercial activities can attract people to that place. 
- O f f i c e workers in Central would go to this city center for lunch and relax-
ing after work. The programs on the ground level should be much near 
daily life such as cafe and pub. 
Evaluation 
Programs need to strengthen stimulus to pedestrian walking experience. I 
have not thought about the significance of commercial activities for a civic 
building. As the part of site is virtual now, there are many uncertainties that 
make the critics difficult to comment. They may not recognize the situation 
for this new reclaimed land. Background information is important to let crit-
ics realize what happen at the reclaimed land planned by the government. 
Star Ferry Pier cannot be a terminal after reclamation because there will be 
a Central-Wanchai Bypass underneath the pier. 
First Internal Review (2"d Semester) 30/03/01 
Venue: Crit Room at 5/F, Department of Architecture, CUHK 
Critics: Prof. Woo Pui Leng 
Prof. Alex Lui 
Comments from critics: 
Prof. Woo Pui Leng 
My project scale is too large. lt is impossible to design detail for each part 
within a short time. 
This project is difficult to tackle even planners. 
One part should be chosen for detail design. Others should be treated as 
conceptual design. My drawings cannot tell which part I focus on. 
Building plan is not significant to my project. Pedestrian experience is much 
important. I should put more effort on this aspect. 
If the critic chooses one part, she will choose the extension of Legislative 
Council for detail study. lt is interesting that it is a sunken building. For the 
1-Max theatre, there exist too many uncertainties. 
She suggested that reclamation was accepted. Do not mention any change 
of the reclamation proposal as it is not a discuss issue in this project. 
Prof. Alex Lui 
Location Plan is missing. The presentation cannot tell the location of my 
project. 
Much more work should be done on my focus part. lt is not enough for 
presentation. 
He suggested that the program of new Star Ferry Terminal should be 
removed. 
For other parts, furniture should not be shown. 
Evaluation 
The materials are insufficient for me to present. As there is no model, critics are 
difficult to recognize my project. I need to put more effort on the part that I 
focus. A plaza activities studies will be done in the final presentation. The link-
age between plaza to the commercial development should also be shown in the 
final presentation. 
^ P P E D I M 11 
Final Review Semester) 27/04/01 
Venue: Crit Room at 5/F, Department of Architecture, CUHK 
Critics: Mr. Anthony Ng 
Mr. John Wong 
Mr. Bernard Chang 
Comments from critics: 
Mr. Anthony Ng 
- T h e whole concept is quite interesting. For the roof of the extension of 
Legislative Council, it has a potential to become a terrace or connects to 
Star Ferry Pier. 
- H e wondered why I only preserved the main building of Star Ferry Pier 
excluding two piers. 
- The fagade of the medium-rise commercial development is significant to 
my building. I should design it. 
- H e wondered whether the new terminal has enough space for ferries 
parking. 
- T h e shoreline and the location of new terminal that I proposed can have 
alternatives. 
-Cons t ruc t i on phases should be considered for such large building. 
Mr. John Wong 
- T h e building height of existing buildings in the site model is incorrect. 
- H e would choose the extension of Legco. Building for detail design as 
Hong Kong misses a political center. 
- T h e connection to City Hall is weak. 
Mr. Bernard Chang 
. L o t of things happens in this building compared to final review in 
semester. 
- H e wondered what the impact of a sunken Statue Square brought to the 
surroundings. 
. T h e building of l-Max theatre should be surrounded by the water so as to 
have relationship with the pool. 
- A perspective need to show people can see the sea from renovated Star 
Ferry Pier to create some collective memory of reclamation. 
_ The waterfront promenade from Sheung Wan to Central should also be 
designed. 
Evaluation 
For this time, critics would like to critize entire spine rather than the part I 
focused 0门 although I intentionally highlight the plaza in models and panels. 
The presentation panel and models can present my concept. The diagram of 
background information is too small to communicate with critics. 
i i E p 毳 
P e s i g e Guidel ine fo r Pei 
Summary on Design Guidel ine fo r Pedestr ian 
With reference to "Transport Planning & Design Manual: Volume 2" published 
by Transport Department, design guidelines for footways, footbridges are sum-
marized as follows: 
Footways 
_ Footways should be sufficiently wide to minimize any tendency for pedes-
trians to walk along the carriageway. 
- T h e minimum widths of footways according to pedestrian volume and type 
of frontage development are the following table: 













Main Frontage Development 
Residential Low Density 
Residential Medium Density 
Residential High Density 
Commercial and in front of Cinemas 
Footway capacity may be taken as 50 persons per metre width per minute 
after deducting 1m on shopping frontages and 0.5m elsewhere for dead 
areas. However even at this level of flow free passage can be described as 
"inconvenient". 
In the vicinity of bus stops the footway widths shown in above table should 
be increased by one metre wherever possible, and particularly where peak 
flows exceed those given in the following table. If bus shelters are to be 
provided, however, a width in excess of one metre will be required to accom-
modate the shelter itself. 
Level of Flow when Additional Footway Width at Bus Stops is required 
Frontage Development Flow (Ped/Min) 
Residential Low Density 30 
Residential Medium Density 60 
Residential High Density 85 
Commercial 85 
Footbridges and Subways 
_ In urban areas ail pedestrian footbridges and elevated walkways including 
印proach steps and ramps should have covers. 
_ In front of display windows an allowance of 0.5m dead width should be sub-
tracted from the clear width available, when calculating capacity flows for 
pedestrian bridges and subways. 
Capacities for Footbridges and Subways 
r 
Section Capacity Flow 
(Ped/Metre/Min) 
Level 50 
Stairs or ramps 40 
Design Standards for Footbridges and Subways 
Footbridges 





Normal maximum gradient 
gradient, to avoid stepped ramps 
lar ranriDS should never exceed 10% 
maximum 
Centre line of circul r r mps l  r  
Desirable maximum effective gradient of stepped ramps 
Absolute maximum effective gradient of stepped ramps 
Desirable maximum height of risers 
Absolute maximum height of risers 
Desirable minimum width of tread 
Absolute minimum width of tread 
maximum flight of steps 
maximum flight of steps 









(short lengths only) 
Tlandrails must be provided on both sides of all ramps and stairways, and consideration 
should be given to the provision of central handrails on stairways 4000mm wide or more 
Escalators at Footbridges 
- B a s e d on the findings of the report the following guidelines regarding the 
provision of escalators are given: 
1. Escalators may provide added inducement to pedestrians to use a 
footbridge. 
2. Flows of at 丨east 15400 persons per day are required to justify on 
time savings alone a 1.02m wide ascending escalator over 6m of 
travel height, for descending escalators the figure of four times this is 
required. 
3. Operating capacities range between 112 persons/minute to 150 per-
so 门 s/minut6. 
4. Escalators in the Territory generally have an angle of Inclination of 30 
degrees. 
5. Widths of escalators can vary considerably，depending on the location, 
aesthetics, and other similar matters. However escalators for foot-
bridges should not generally have an effective width less than 1m if 
pedestrians are to be allowed to pass one another. 
- I f descending escalators are used care should be taken that there is suffi-
cient reservoir space at the foot of the escalator. Preferably descending 
escalators should not discharge pedestrians onto the footway directly in 
line with an adjacent carriageway which they then may be required to 
cross at grade. Waiting pedestrians can impede the flow of pedestrians 
being discharged from the escalator, or those pedestrians being discharged 
may because of their momentum attempt to cross without paying suffi-
cient attention to approaching vehicular traffic. 
A P P D 
Newspaper Cu t t ing 
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區卜三條街闢作行人專用 區，多段人多車多的道路均會劃為全面禁車區。整項針 劃須重新規剎交通網絡.現. 時行駛在皇后大道中的巴十 及車辆’全要改行干諾道中 及威靈頓街，地區人七擔心 會將大銜的污濁空氣及交通 問题轉移到較狹帶的銜道= j烕隱顿街難承車流 
a主黨中西區：H i議员甘 
乃威指出威靈頓街十分狹 _,難以承受大量的汽車流 量，屆時中區交通对能會癱 痪，他也對於F諾道中能否 容納大量的巴士路線，•表示 
憂慮。 
他認為，政府現在 
建議只是將交通擠塞問 題，由皇后大道中，帶至 其他街道 政府在考慮設 立行人專用區前，應先計 劃如何減少車輛進入中 1區，.如重組巴士路線或增 
加轉乘計劃，及在繁忙時問 禁止赏車激入中區等> 西貢行人區受歡變， 
另外政府昨在西貢寅施 
為期三個月的行人專用區試 驗計剌，首天的試行普•獲 市民歡迎’不過設於海旁  海鮮食肆則擔心私家車不能 • 逢 , 會 影 響 生 意 。 
有關就劃將於星期H及 
公眾假期中午卜二時至晚上 九時,封閉西赏市街啦及离 年街介乎年春街與海旁之問 的路段，、若經三個月試行證 寶成功〜運输署將會劃出永 久行人專用區’並會進行美 化環境改善工程。 
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Book List 
1. "Urban Structuring" by Alison & Peter Smithson, Studio Vista 
2. "The Pedestrian in the City" by David Lewis, D. Van Nostrand Company, 
Inc. 
3. "Finding Lost Space" by Roger Trancik, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
4. "Free University Berlin", Architectural Association 
5. "Archigram", edited by Peter Cook 
6. "The Image of the City" by Kevin Lynch, The MIT Press 
7. "Design of Cities" by Edmund N. Bacon, Penguin Books 
8. "Megastmcture: Urban Futures of the Recent Past" by Reyner Banham, 
Harper & Row, Publishers 
9. "On Streets", edited by Stanford Anderson, The MIT Press 
10. "For Pedestrians Only: Planning, Design and Management of Traffic Zones" 
by Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo, Whitney Library of Design 
11. "Livable Streets" by Donald Appleyard, University of California Press 
12. "Macau Gardens & Landscape Art" by Francisco M. Caldeira Cabral & 
Annabel Jackson, Macau Foundation and Asia 2000 Ltd Hong Kong 
Government Document 
1. "Transport Planning & Design Manual: Volume 2” published by Trans-
port Department 
2. "City of Victoria" by the Hong Kong Museum of History, the Urban 
Council of Hong Kong, 1999 
3. "Heritage of the Central and Western District, Hong Kong" by Mr. 
Leung Ping-wa, Central & Western Provisional District Board, 1999 
4. "Our Central & Western District" published by Central and Western 
District Office, 1983 
5. "The Annual Traffic Census 1999" published by Transport Depart-
ment 
Web Site 
1. Planning Department 
http://www. info.gov. hk/planning/studies/swnt/eiv. htm 
http://www.info.gov.hk/planning/stuclies/swnt/ev.htm 
2. Transport Department 
http://www. info. gov. hk/td/eng/transport/ped.html 
http://www.info. gov. hk/td/eng/transport/ped_2.html 
http://www. info.gov. hk/td/eng/transport/hill • html 
3. Highways Department 
http://test.ntpwr.com/hyd/public/fact16e.htm 
4. Hong Kong Institute of Planners 
http://www.hkip.org.hk/gjDedestrian.htm 
5. Hong Kong Tourist Association 
http://www. hkta.org/tours/hkta一 architecture, html 
6. Tenritory Development Department 
http://www.info.gov. hk/tdd/major/central • htm 
http://www. info.gov. hk/tdcl/nn^or/west_kowloon. htm 








Journal I Magazine 
1. "Space Design 9203", Tokyo: Kajima Shuppankai 
2. "Hinge: Bridging the Gap", September 1999 
3. "a+u 97:07: Zhang Zaiyuan "The Central District of Hong Kong" 
Research Report 
1 • "Tung Chung Town Centre Study" by Mass Transit Railway Corporation, 
Anthony Ng Architects Ltd.,…，Final Report June 1992 
2. "Tsim Sha Tsui East Revitalization Study" by Tsim Sha Tsui East Prop-
erty Developers Association Ltd 
3. "New Central Waterfront: Enhancement of Victoria Harbour" by Territory 
Development Department and Planning Department, July 1999 
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